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Grab Inspection Report 
 

General 
 

To:   Mr. Nikos Customer: JNE Marine Ltd 

Vessel name: VEGA IMO No.: 9456537 

Engineer:   Robin Zheng Job No. :    SE-210819-41029 

Date: 21/08/2021 Place:    DSIC SHIPYARD (Changxingdao) 

 

1. Job description 

Attended on board as per customer’s requirement to carry out inspection for grabs at DSIC 

SHIPYARD (Changxingdao).  

 

2. Equipment description 

Grab: Radio controlled opening type grab  RSHC-120/80C5(12/8m³) 

           Serial No.: (1) C 8352     (2)C 8353     (3)C 8354    (4) C 8355 

Maker:TOBU 

3. Report 

The followings had been found during visit. 

3.1 Steel construction and alignment 

➢ The ladder support bars were missing, need to fitback.Pic.1  

Locations as below: No.2*1pc, No.4*1pc, 

➢ Mounting bolts of bottom cover for lower frame group were missing in No.1 (3pcs) No.2 (6pcs) 

No.3 (5pcs) & 4(5pcs), as the bolt damaged inside. To be repaired. Pic.2 

➢ Mounting bolts of oil tank cover were missing in No.2 (2pcs) No.3 (1pc) & 4(3pcs), as the bolt 

damaged inside. To be repaired. Pic.3 

➢ Mounting bolts of lower frame(upper part) group were missing in No.1 (2pcs) No.3 (1pc), need 

to be repaired.Pic.4 

➢ Found cover plate on the upper frame group was damaged. To be renewed. Pic.5 Locations as 

below:No.1 2pcs, No.3 1pc 

➢ Found cover plate on lower sheave was damaged, need to be replaced. Pic.6 Locations as 

below:No.2 1pc  No.3 1pc  No.41pc 

➢ All 4 hanger plates were rusty, suggest chipping and painting. Pic.7 

➢ All the entire wire guides (total 8pcs) were worn down, which will damage the wire rope in the 

future. Suggest to be renewed.Pic.8 

➢ Rubber plates of cushion for all grab (total 8sets) were found crack/aged and missing, suggest 

to be renewed. Pic.9 
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➢ Grab scoop outside/inside was corroded and rusty, suggest to de-rusty and paint. Pic.10 

⚫ Found small dent on No.2 grab scoop, need to rectify. Pic.11 

⚫ Found one bracket deformation on No.1 grab scoop (inside), need to rectify. 

➢ Adjusting attachment plates for all grab were corroded, to be descaled and painted. If very 

thinner, need to be replaced. 

⚫ Found the adjusting attachment plate in No.1/4 was missing, need to fit back.  

➢ The sealing plate of No.1 was found out of straight, it will cause some cargo leaking, suggest 

fairing up by heating on the lip plate, making straight.  

➢ The sealing plate on two side corner was found wore out 4-7mm, it will cause some cargo 

leaking, suggest building up and grinding on the lip plate. No.1-4 Shell guide plate was worn 

down and deformed, need to rectify or replace. Pic.12 

3.2 Hydraulic and operation 

➢ The cylinder was not found leaking, but the No.1 cylinder body was corroded heavily, suggest 

de-rusty and painting. Pic.13  (We strongly suggest to replace the cylinder seals every five 

years) 

➢ The cylinder hydraulic hose was found rusty on coupling, suggest to keep spare on 

board.Pic.14 

➢ The air purging screw of No.1-4 hydraulic cylinders was frozen, need to be replaced. Pic.15 

➢ All of the filter inhalant valves were missing, suggest renewing. Pic.16 

➢ The oil level was in normal, suggest renewing the oil and oil gauge (if not replaced last 2 years). 

Pic.17 

➢ Solenoid valve and logic valve were checked in normal condition. Pic.18 

➢ The radio kit chassis inside was found some water , suggest cleaning and keeping inside clean 

and dry, Can keep some VCI pack inside to keep dry. Pic.19 

➢ The gear of scoop hinge was found rusty and not greased, suggest to apply grease when grab 

on opening condition. Suggest applying grease on this gear regular to avoid wearing. Pic.20 

➢ The sheave was found in normal condition, the bearing of sheave working normal , not found 

any abnormal sound on bearing Pic.21 

➢ The wire was in normal condition, But please record this wire working time , Suggest to renew 

the wire regular no more than working 500 hours Pic.22 

➢ Grab operation testing was carried out, which was working in normal condition, grab was close 

and open smoothly. Radio control kit (receiver and transmitter) and battery was working in 

normal condition. Pic.23-24 

➢ Greasing points of grab tie rod pin, sheave pin & shell pin need to grease when all grab repair 

job finished. 
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4. Need spare parts 

 

ItemNo. Description/part name Quantity  
1 Wire guide for closing wire 8sets On board 

2   Rubber pad with bolts     8sets    On board 

3 Cylinder seal kits 4sets On board 

4 Hose of grab cylinder 4sets On board 

5 Air purging screw with bonded washer for hydraulic cylinder 4sets  

6   Filter inhalant valve     4sets  

7 Oil level gauge 4sets On board 
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5.  Pictures 

  

P1. The ladder support bars were missing P2. Mounting bolts of bottom cover for lower 
frame group were missing 

  

P3. Mounting bolts of oil tank cover were missing P4. Mounting bolts of lower frame(upper part) 
group were missing 

  

P5. Found cover plate on the upper frame group 
was damaged and rust  

P6. Found cover plate on lower frame group of 
lower sheave was damaged 
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P7. All 4 hanger plates were rusty P8. All the entire wire guides (total 8pcs) were 
worn down 

  

P9. Rubber plates of cushion for all grab (total 
8sets) were found crack/aged and missing 

P10. Grab scoop outside/inside was corroded and 
rusty 

  

P11. Found small dent on No.2 grab scoop P12. The sealing plate on corner was  wore out  
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P13. No.1 cylinder body was corroded heavily P14. The cylinder hydraulic hose was found rusty 
on coupling 

  

P15. The air purging screw of No.4 hydraulic 
cylinders was frozen 

P16. All of the filter inhalant valves were missing 

  

P17. The oil level was in normal P18. Solenoid valve and logic valve were checked 
in normal condition 
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P19. The radio kit chassis inside was found some 
water 

P20. The gear of scoop hinge was found rusty 
and not greased 

  

P21. The sheave was found in normal condition P22. The wire was in normal condition 

  

P23. Grab operation testing was carried out P24. Radio control kit and battery was working in 
normal condition 

 


